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Dear ladies and gentlemen!

I am pleased to have this opportunity to acquaint you about 
Tax Service of Ukraine. In this booklet my colleagues and 
I collected important data about past, present and future 
of Ukrainian tax system. We tried to demonstrate you our 
progress in implementation of best standards of taxation. 
Talking “best” I mean, first of all, most suitable and comfortable 
for investors and taxpayers.

Our purpose is creation of «business-friendly» tax politics. 
We want Ukraine to become comfortable site for business 
placement. 

I am very grateful to our international partners — American 
Chamber of Commerce, World Bank, «PriceWaterHouseCoopers», 
other institutions — for support in this project. That was really great experience to cooperate 
with best experts.

Investors support, investments protection are main activities of Tax Service today. I hope it will 
attract investors in Ukraine. And I promise we will not deceive their expectations.

Welcome to Ukraine!

With best regards,
Alexander Klymenko,

Chairman of  the State Tax Service of Ukraine
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State of Ukraine
Ukraine is the second biggest country in Europe; only Russia is bigger. Ukraine is the biggest 
European country which is fully located in Europe. Ukraine borders with Russia to the East 
and Northeast, with Belarus to the North, with Poland and Slovakia and Hungary to the West, 
Slovakia, with Romania and Moldova to the Southwest. Its southern and southeastern territories 
are washed by the Black Sea and the Azov Sea.

Ukraine is an industrial and agricultural country. Ukraine is one of the major exporters of certain 
kinds of the agricultural products and food, namely the sunflower oil. The national economy 
comprises the following industries: heavy machine building, ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy, 
ship building, motor vehicles building, production of machinery and equipment for power plants, 
oil, gas and chemical industry. 

Ukraine is a strong producer of electric power. The country set up production of missile carriers, 
boosters, satellites and equipment earmarked for space exploration. Ukraine is significant 
producer of weapons — tanks, military transport aircrafts, antiaircraft missile systems, optic 
equipment.

Ukraine is one of the founding members of the United Nations Organization, as well as 
the memeber of more than 40 international organizations including the WTO.

Ukraine is a unitary presidential-parliamentary republic. It employs a multiparty political system. 
The executive branch of power is represented by the Cabinet of Ministers and the President. 
The legislative branch of power is represented by the Parliament, which I called the Verkhovna 
Rada of Ukraine. The judicial branch of power is represented by the system of the general and 
special court of different instances.

Through democratic election in 2010 Viktor Yanukovych was elected a President of Ukraine.
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The State Tax Service 
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The State Tax Service of Ukraine
The State Tax Service of Ukraine was established on July 1, 1990 under the Resolution 
of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. Originally the service was included to the Ministry 
of Finance. 

In October, 1996 the tax police was established in the system of the State Tax Administration 
of Ukraine, which name was changed into the tax militia in February, 1998. It was formed 
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs units for control of profits criminal concealment and taxation 
evasion and the employees of the tax investigation units.

In 2010 pursuant to the Decree of the President of Ukraine «On Optimizing the System of Central 
Executive Authorities» the state launched reorganization of the State Tax Administration 
of Ukraine into the State Tax Service of Ukraine.

In 2012 the Mission, the Vision and the Strategic Goals of the State Tax Service of Ukraine were 
defined and the reorganization was launched subject to the basic principle: Proceeding from 
a Fiscal Authority to a Service Agency.
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The State Tax Service of Ukraine

Oleksandr KLYMENKO  

The Chairman of the State Tax Service of Ukraine . 

Mr. Klymenko holds the rank of the Chief State  
Chancellor of the Tax Service, PhD (candidate of sciences) 

in Economics, Master of the State Management

Andriy GOLOVACH 

First Deputy Chairman of the State 
Tax Service of Ukraine . Colonel-
General of the Tax Militia

Andriy IGNATOV

Deputy Chairman of the State Tax 
Service of Ukraine. III Rank State 
Chancellor of the Tax Service 
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The responsibilities division scheme between the STS of Ukraine management:

Legal Work Department

Administrative
and economic support Department

Laundering proceeds
of crime countering Department

Funding, Accounting
and Reporting Department

The STS Coordination Department

Staff Department

Media and Public Relations Department

Internal Control and Audit Department

Information
and Taxpayers Accounting Department

Forecasting, Analysis, Accounting
and Reporting Department

Internal Security Department

State secrets
and technical information protection

Department

Special Communications Sector

Tax Militia Main Department

Central Investigation Department

Alcohol, alcoholic beverages
and tobacco products production

and trafficking control Department

Tax control DepartmentEntities taxing Department

Taxpayer service Department

Individuals taxing Department

Tax debt repayment Department

International Relations Department

Informational Department
of the State Tax Service

Development and Modernization
of the State Tax Service Department 

The Chairman of the STS
of Ukraine – O. Klimenko

First Deputy Chairman of the STS
of Ukraine – Commander of
the Tax Militia – A. Golovach

Deputy Chairman of the STS
of Ukraine – A. Ignatov

The State Tax Service of Ukraine10
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The budget system's structure heavily depends on 
the country's political system. Ukraine, unlike the countries 
employing federal political system, has the budget 
system's structure comprising the state budget and 
the budgets of the administrative and territorial units. 
All the budgets consist of two parts: revenues and 
expenditures.

The state budget's revenues are gained from the following 
sources: enterprises, organizations, and associations  
income tax; 

value added tax; 

excise taxes; 

revenues from foreign economic activities; 

the personal income tax, etc., according to the standards 
established by the applicable laws and regulations. 
The local budgets' revenues are formed out of the various 
local taxes and charges.

One of the key areas for the budget system improvement 
in the market relations environment is democratization 
of forming and using the entire system of budgets. Ukraine 
is tasked to create a budget forming and using system, 
which would be able to stimulate both the producers 
and the state authorities to increase revenues and uses 
the same in the most efficient manner. The budget 
system improvement is expected to comprise:
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1. actual delineating of the financial and  the tax system;

2. actual delineating of the state owned companies' funds and  the state budget;

3. development of a consolidate balance sheet listing the state's financial resources — the revenues 
and expenditures of all and any legal entities and individuals engaged in allocation and re-
allocations of the national revenues;

4. decentralization of the state financial resources, structural delineating of the state and local 
budgets in terms of the revenues and expenditures sources. It is planned to limit the national 
level expenses only to the expenses of the national level importance. Therefore, each link 
of the budget system should have an income basis clearly defined by the law.

Along with replenishment of the state budget the tax service is required to take an active part in 
improvement of the business climate and competiveness of Ukrainian economy. 

Namely, the share of the payments collection to the Consolidated Budget of Ukraine (excluding 
the VAT payment by Naftogaz of Ukraine NJSC) in the GDP amounted to 22.7% in the 1st quarter 
of 2012. (20.9% in the 1st quarter of 2012, 17.6% in the 1st quarter of 2010). 

While according to the data of Eurostat the average European share of revenues in the GDP 
of the EU countries amounts to 39.6 %. Thus, the largest share is recorded in Denmark (48.5%) 
and the lowest in Lithuanian Republic   (27.4%).

The State Tax Service authorities provide the bulk of revenues to the Consolidated Budget 
of Ukraine. 

From January to July, 2012 the tax authorities  gained UAH 161.2 billion in the form of payments 
to the Consolidated Budget of Ukraine, which is equal to 61.9% of Ukraine's revenues.

13The State Budget of Ukraine,  
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100%

The LCA of Ukraine, National 
Bank, other ministries and 
institutions

The STS of Ukraine

161,1 billion UAH

101,1 billion UAH

Consolidated Budget of Ukraine – 263,1 billion UAH
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Ukraine – USA. Partnership Relations
The US recognized Ukraine as an independent state on December 25, 1991. The diplomatic 
relations were established on January 3, 1992.

Our countries have a rather productive record of cooperation in various fields of economic, 
cultural and public relations. 

A vast number of bilateral contacts have been established between two countries. Many 
joint funds, associations, working groups and other foundations have been established and 
successfully operating so far. As of the date the US – Ukraine relations may be described 
solely as the partner ones. 

It should be further noted that a great number of ethnical Ukrainians leave in the US, having 
formed one of the most numerous Ukrainian diasporas in the World.

Direct Foreign Investments  
from the United States of America to Ukraine
In terms of direct investments gained into Ukrainian economy, the United States of America 
are ranked the 10th among the countries investing into Ukrainian economy, after Cyprus, 
Germany, the Netherlands, the Russian Federation, Austria, France, the UK, Sweden, the 
British Virgin Islands.

As of April 01, 2012 USD 1042.29 million was invested into Ukrainian economy from the USA.

Over the І quarter of 2012 the US investments into Ukrainian economy increased. As of April 
01, 2012, the amount of the gained investments grew by USD 15.96 million, as compared to 
the early 2012. 
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Ukraine – USA. Partnership Relations
Dynamics of Direct Investments from the US to Ukraine  

in 2007–2011 and over the I quarter of 201 (USD millions)

As of April 01, 2012 USD 222.3 million was invested into Ukrainian industrial sector from the USA.
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US Investors in Ukraine.  
The Market Aspect.
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Ukraine – USA. Partnership Relations14
The international experts note that the market of Ukraine seems to be so potentially interesting for 
the foreign investors that they are ready to invest their money into Ukraine, despite certain risks.
Among the recent investment newsmakers there is OPIC (Overseas Private Investment 
Corporation), Washington, District of Columbia. 
US Governmental Agency for Development Financing has allocated USD 50 million to   SigmaBleyzer 
Southeast European Fund IV, the direct investment fund, organized for investing into equity and 
joint-stock funding of private and public companies in the Southern and Eastern Europe. 
«SigmaBleyzer Investment Group will gain new investments for the Eastern European markets. 
It is our common goal. This event also means return of the OPIC to Ukraine after almost ten year 
absence. We are looking forward to get use of the numerous opportunities which OPIC may use 
to support the private sector development in Ukraine», — said the President and the СЕО of OPIC  
Corporation Elisabeth Littlefield.
In its turn Michael Bleizer, the President and the СЕО of SigmaBleyzer, said that he is sure of the 
companies' cooperation efficiency, and that the investments into the regions would bring good 
financial results.
According to the data of the Economic Analysis Bureau of the United States Department of State, 
which is disclosed twice a year, the US business investment into Ukraine amounted to USD 902 
million in 2010. The Experts are speaking about the trend to the above amount increase.
In General, the market of Ukraine is represented by more than 3400 companies with a share of US 
capital, covering almost all of the Ukrainian business sectors. 

The pool of the 10 major US investors operating  
in Ukraine comprises the following companies: 

LUI DREIFUS COMMODITIES UKRAINA LTD., LLC
KERNEL-TRADE LLC
ADM UKRAINE LLC
SIEYCHES-UKRAINE LLC
NOBLE RESOURCES UKRAINE LLC

SC JOHNSON LLC
JSC CARGILL LLC
ALFRED C. TOEPFER INTERNATIONAL (UKRAINE)  LLC
SERNA COMPANY WITH FOREIGN INVETSMENTS
SUNTRADE PE
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Partnership Cooperation  
of the State Tax Service  

of Ukraine with US Business 
in Ukraine 
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Partnership Cooperation of the State Tax Service  
of Ukraine with US Business in Ukraine 

Realizing the peculiarities and certain specific features of the companies with foreign investments, 
and applying the principle: Proceeding from a Fiscal Authority to a Service Agency, the State 
Tax Service of Ukraine has implemented and has been supporting the new principles for 
communication with its Clients. Such cooperation has resulted in the numerous major projects and 
compromises with respect to the taxes administration, as created jointly with the representatives 
of the business society, including the US one.

The separate emphasize should focus on open communication of the tax service top managers 
with their foreign colleagues and the representatives of business.

Meeting with the Ambassador Extraordinary  
and Plenipotentiary of the USA to Ukraine John Tefft.  
December 22, 2011, Kyiv

Meeting investors half-way

Transition of the tax service to a customer 
care model creates favorable conditions for 
attraction of foreign, in particular, American 
investments. Provision of information ser- 
vices – is another step in that direction. From 
now on, foreign investors are guaranteed free 
access to information from the STS of Ukraine 
about their Ukrainian counterparts. This is one 
of the new services, which allows taxpayers to 
avoid possible problems in cooperation with 
unconscientious partners.

American investors have switched to «auto-
matic mode»

Big U.S. companies operating in Ukraine are 
actively using the service of automatic VAT 
refund. Overall in 2011, companies with U.S. 
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Partnership Cooperation of the State Tax Service  
of Ukraine with US Business in Ukraine 

capital were refunded 627,7 million UAH of VAT, particularly in automatic mode – 109,5 million 
UAH. Only within the first two months of 2012, 14 companies were refunded 203, 3 million UAH; 
almost 96% of this amount was refunded automatically. Gradually, the issue of debt claims from 
previous periods is being solved too.

Meeting with representatives of companies —  
members of European Business Association. January 23, 2012 , Kyiv
2012 — the year of foreign investor in Ukraine 

VAT refund by the due date is one of the most relevant issues for foreign investors. In his speech, 
Oleksandr Klymenko assured investors of readiness of the STS of Ukraine to operatively react to 
their problems. This statement remained consistent with actions. If in 2010 companies with foreign 
investments received half as much of the VAT refund, in 2011 situation has changed dramatically. 
According to last year’s results, not only have European companies received their refunds in full, but 
they have been acquitted debts for previous 
periods of about 1 billion UAH. This tendency 
will be maintained in future: during the first 
two months of 2012 investors received 800 
million UAH more.

Tax climate barometer 

During the meeting Oleksandr Klymenko 
introduced new initiatives of the STS of Uk-
raine, in particular, Investment Activity Index. 
Implementation of these innovations will enable 
more effective dialogue between foreign 
investors, domestic business and tax officers. 
Due to Investment Activity Index, tax officers will 
be able to monitor the development of Ukrainian 
business and compare it, first and foremost, with 
European and American businesses.
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18
Meeting with representatives of American Chamber  
of Commerce of Ukraine.  
March 14, 2012, Kyiv
Improving investment climate together with the business 

Taxation structure has big impact on investment attractiveness of a country. Good taxation 
structures provides incentives for develop- ment and sustainable economic growth and, 
thus, creates more taxes. Such approach encourages revival of foreign investments and 
arrival of new investors. However, it is impossible without having mutual understanding with 
business. Our mission is to find a consensus and keep the balance between the interests 
of the state and business. 

Partnership Cooperation of the State Tax Service  
of Ukraine with US Business in Ukraine 24



Meeting with the President of American–Ukrainian Business Council 
Morgan Williams. March 27, 2012, Kyiv

Tax audit instead of fiscal pressure 

Tax services of Ukraine and Netherlands have been cooperating together for over 15 years. Due 
to this cooperation Ukraine introduces advanced European services and innovations. In 2012, 
one of the key elements of the joint working plan is to exchange experience on introduction 
of the «horizontal monitoring» system, a new automated service to provide tax audit. Its main 
advantages are: reduction of the number of audits/inspections, minimization of «human 
factor»and fast access to information on-line. This will allow to reduce the administrative burden 
for both business and the tax service.

Partnership Cooperation of the State Tax Service  
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Meeting with the international audit company  
«PriceWaterHouseCoopers». February 15, 2012, Kyiv
Forming tax policy using European trend 

At the initiative of Oleksandr Klymenko, leading international audit companies, particularly 
«PriceWaterHouseCoopers», have joined the process of elaboration of development strategy 
of the STS of Ukraine. The strategy will include not only a clearly stated mission and objectives, 
but also a list of performance indicators of the tax service and stages of implementation 
of new services, which will include criteria for measuring and evaluating their effectiveness. 
This will help to better analyze and foresee the whole process of the tax system reform in line 
with leading world trends.

Partnership Cooperation of the State Tax Service  
of Ukraine with US Business in Ukraine 26



VAT refund  
to the Companies  

with US Investment
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VAT refund to the Companies with US Investment
Information Letter Regarding  
the Companies with US Investments
The most of the companies with US investments  are 
registered in the capital city of Ukraine — Kyiv (1885), 
Odesa Oblast (291), Dnipropetrovsk Oblast (186), 
Kharkiv Oblast (165) and Lviv Oblast (143).  Out of the 
above companies 819 are the effective VAT payers. 

Since the early 2012 (as September 01, 2012) 1301 
companies have paid UAH 2.02 billon to the state budget.

The leading tax payers in 2012 with breakdown by 
industries:

1. Processing industry – 400 companies have paid UAH 
859.9 million to the state budget. 

2. Trade; repair of motor vehicles, household devices 
and personal demand items — 835 companies have 
paid UAH 672 million to the state budget.

3. Real estate operations, lease, engineering and servi-
ces provisions to entrepreneurs — 883 companies 
have paid UAH 181.1 million to the state budget. 

4. Hotels and restaurants business – 92 companies have 
paid almost UAH 112.4 million to the state budget.

As you may see the bulk of investments is concentra-
ted in the processing industry, as well as trade; repair 
of cars, household appliances and personal demand 
items.
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VAT refund to the Companies with US Investment
In order to create favorable conditions for business in Ukraine we have significantly modified the 
approaches to the control and revision activities.

The number of our Customers' scheduled inspections has decreased three times as compared 
to 2010. While as much as 23 thousand documented scheduled inspections of the business 
entities were held in 2010, only 8 thousand inspections are scheduled for 2012. Only 5 companies  
with a share of US capital underwent scheduled inspections in 2011, the same number is planned 
for 2012.

Due to implementation by the tax service of the new risk oriented system for  searching shadow 
economy entities using the analytic methods, the control and revision activities are mainly carried 
out without interfering into the companies' buisness.

The VAT reimbursement traditionally is the most burning subject in the business community. 
Realizing the urgent needs of the business we treat this process with special attention.
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Since the early 2012 UAH 2.47  billion of the VAT was reimbursed to the multinational 
companies — 9 major grain traders  with a share of US capital, operating in Ukrainian market. 
The Companies received over fifty percent of the reimbursement amount under the automatic 
procedure, i.e., UAH 1.45 billion. Since the beginning of the year the said companies hade 
applied for reimbursement of UAH 2.25 billion. Thus, the reimbursement amount significantly 
exceeded the amount requested. The Companies received over UAH 265 million of the VAT 
outstanding for the previous year.

Furthermore, Since the early  2012 31 companies with a share of US capital, operating in Ukrainian 
market, have applied for the Value Added Tax reimbursement in the amount of UAH 2.31 billion.  
As of August 29, 2012 UAH 2.62 billion of the VAT was reimbursed to the said companies. UAH 
1.47 billion of the value added tax was reimbursed to the companies under the automatic 
procedure. Since the early 2012 the Companies were reimbursed UAH 312 million of the VAT 
outstanding for the previous years. 

Our priority is timely and full reimbursement of the VAT. We have undertaken the high rate 
of reimbursing and we are not going to slow down the same.

VAT refund to the Companies with US Investment30



New Concept of the State 
Tax Service of Ukraine: 

Proceeding  
from a Fiscal Authority  

to a Service Agency
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O. Klymenko: «We believe that the State Tax Service of Ukraine is not just a state organization with 
a certain list of functions. It is a rather complex system employing very dedicated professionals. 
Being a dynamic system, the State Tax Service of Ukraine undergoes constant development, 
striving for perfection».

Our new concept is Proceeding from a Fiscal Authority to a Service Agency

Our mission is administering of the tax system of Ukraine, provision of services to the tax payers, 
and consequently — ensuring collection of revenues to the sate budget.

Our vision — the State Tax Service of Ukraine is a professional organization rendering high 
quality services

Our activities are perceived as professional, highly efficient, fair and unbiased.

Our clients will realize that the application of the tax system of Ukraine is simple and transparent.

Principles of the State Tax Service of Ukraine 

1. We understand our Clients and their needs, we appreciate and respect them

2. We believe that the most of our Clients behave honestly, and we believe them 

3. We are trying to help those Clients who need it, while persistently and decisively persecuting 
those who evade or breach the tax laws.

4. We establish the maximal conditions for p[professional or personal growth of our employees

5. We are proud of our organization's role in the society

32 New Concept of the State Tax Service of Ukraine: 
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1

2

3 4

5

STRATEGIC ISSUE 1
Improvement of the taxes and charges administration system. Introduction 
of electronic services and new models of tax service for major tax payers

STRATEGIC 
ISSUE 4
Stabilization of the tax 
legislation. Initiate 
improved legislative 
changes in close 
cooperation with 
businesses and public. 
Find the parity of 
interests of the state and 
businesses

STRATEGIC 
ISSUE 5
Increase the level of tax 
culture and its 
promotion among all 
the parties to the 
taxation process

STRATEGIC ISSUE 3
Ensure stable and smooth 
budget �lling at all levels

STRATEGIC ISSUE 2
Stimulating investment 

climate, economic growth, 
and creation of equal 

competitive conditions. 
Unbiased and fair application 

of the applicable laws, 
limitation of any opportunities 

for corruption
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STRATEGIC ISSUE 1
Improvement of the tax and fee 

administration system. Introduction 
of electronic services and new 
models of tax service for large tax 

payers.

1

1.1 

STRATEGIC TARGETS

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

Institutional evolvement of the 
Central o�ce for servicing of 
large tax payers by way of 
creation of legal environment, 
organization and management 
system, and sta�ng

Introduction of new electronic 
services for tax payers

Advanced training of the person-
nel with the help of updated 
training methods and approach 
to professional training

Improvement of the overall 
e�ciency of State Tax Service of 
Ukraine

34 New Concept of the State Tax Service of Ukraine: 
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STRATEGIC TARGETS

STRATEGIC ISSUE 2
Stimulating investment climate, 
economic growth, and creation of equal 
competitive conditions. Unbiased and 
fair application of the applicable laws, 

limitation of any opportunities for 
corruption contering 

2
2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Simplify and facilite the tax 
payment system

Elaborate and implement the 
e�cient procedures to coun-
ter corruption

Establish service centers for 
tax payers
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STRATEGIC TARGETS

STRATEGIC ISSUE 3
Ensure stable and smooth 
budget �lling at all levels

3
3.1 

3.2 

Ensure payment of taxes by 
all tax payers in the scope 
and within the period estab-
lished by the law

Implementation of the 
feasible system for tax debt 
recovery

36 New Concept of the State Tax Service of Ukraine: 
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STRATEGIC TARGETS

STRATEGIC ISSUE 4
Stabilization of tax legislation. Initiate 
improved legislative changes in close 
cooperation with businesses and 
public. Find the parity of interests of 

the state and businesses.

4
4.1 

4.2 

Implement the mechanism for 
amending the tax legislation to 
ensure reduction of excessive 
administrative burden on tax 
payers and �nd the balance 
between their interests and the 
interest of the budget

O�er proposals to amend the 
provisions of the tax legislation 
wich hold back economic 
growth and block investments

37New Concept of the State Tax Service of Ukraine: 
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STRATEGIC TARGETS 

STRATEGIC ISSUE 5
Increase the level of tax culture 
and its promotion among all the 
parties to the taxation process.

5
5.1 

5.2 

Create information environment 
including information of the 
public about the activity of tax 
service and clari�cation of the 
relevancy and advantages of tax 
payment

Implement the e�cient and 
innovative instruments for 
communication with tax payers

38 New Concept of the State Tax Service of Ukraine: 
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New Services Offered by of 
the State Tax Service  

of Ukraine. Improvement  
of Efficiency
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In order to successfully implement the new concept of the State Tax Service of Ukraine: Proceeding 
from a Fiscal Authority to a Service Agency, and to improve the taxes and charges administration 
system we have launched some absolutely new services. They should make the process of tax 
payment maximally convenient and comfortable for our Clients.

1. More than 400 Service Centers were designed and opened all over the country to facilitate 
quick and high quality services rendering to our clients.  The services range form recording 
to free of charge software earmarked of tax reporting submission in the electronic form.

2. The Electronic Keys Certification Center was established. Its main function is provision 
of the electronic digital signature to the tax payers on a free of charge basis. The procedure 
for obtaining an electronic digital signature takes up to 25 minutes. 

3. The Central Office for Major Taxpayers Services was opened. It employs the sectoral 
principle of the tax follow-up, subject to the company specific features and individual approach 
to every Customer.

4. The State Tax Service of Ukraine launched the service for handling information about any 
illegal acts or omissions by the officers of the State Tax Service of Ukraine. The service is called 
Puls Podatkovoi. It ensures feedback from our Clients. Any information received by Puls 
Podatkovoi service is thoroughly checked. Subject to the check results the prompt measures 
are taken to settle the conflicts. The applicant is always informed of the settlement results.

5. The following electronic services were developed and implemented:

•	 VAT Payers Register
•	 Register of the Void VAT Payers Certificates and  Bankrupts
•	 Submission of Tax Reporting for all types of Taxes in the Electronic Form 
•	 Online Check of Tax Invoices
•	 Option to check one's contracting party's compliance with the applicable tax laws

40 New Services Offered by of the State Tax Service  
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Positive Trends of the State 
Tax Service of Ukraine
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Implementation of our new concept Proceeding from 
a Fiscal Authority to a Service Agency already shows 
real positive results for the business and the country:

 • Horizontal monitoring project launched. The 
memorandum of participation in the experiment 
of horizontal monitoring introduction has already 
been signed with PJSC «Arcelor Mittal Krivoy 
Rog», Company with foreign investments «Lukoil-
Ukraine», PJSC «Odessa Oil Refinery» and JV 
Nibulon LLC

 • The procedure of registration of new VAT 
payers was simplified. The number of requisite 
document was reduced three times. The period 
for consideration of the submitted applications is 
under strict control (no more than six days).

 • One annual income tax declaration introduced 
instead of four (no need any more to submit 
declarations for the quarter, 6 and 9 months).

 • Simplified taxation system for small and 
medium businesses improved. Businesses with 
up to UAH 20 million turnover fall within simplified 
taxation principles.
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 • Budgetary payment increased as compared to 
the previous year .
The consolidated budget increase made up +UAH 
13.3 billion, state budget + UAH 5.9 billion hryvna, 
local budgets +UAH 7.4 billion. 
The increase in payment to the general fund of the 
state budget made up UAH 4.7 million (+4,6%).

 • May 2012 showed the all-time highest amount 
of payments to the general fund of the state 
budget (UAH 22.5 million).

 • More than a half of the VAT amounts have been 
refunded automatically. As of August 1, 2012 
automatic refund covered 425 enterprises for UAH 
14.5 billion.

 • In 2012, the number of tax payers who started 
registering their tax invoices in the Uniform 
registry, increased fourfold. 
Thus, over 7 months of the current year the tax 
invoices have been registered by 114.5 thousand of 
tax payers, while the last year only 23.5 thousand 
persons did the same.

 • The number of scheduled inspections reduced 
significantly. The inspection schedule for Q3 2012 
covers 1.7 thousand economic entities, which is 
15% less than that in Q2.
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The State Tax Service is one of the key regulators of the business climate in the country. With their 
persistent work the officers of the tax service every day contribute to the reputation of Ukraine, 
as of the state having a loyal and investor friendly tax system. 

We have already done much on the way to changes. The positive changes are, inter alia, 
confirmed by timely refund of the VAT to the domestic and foreign investors.  The automatic 
refund system becomes a popular trend, being more useful and prompt procedure, as compared 
to the traditional one. 

It is indicative that the automatic refund system is actively employed by the foreign investors 
operating in Ukraine. It proves that we have managed to create the rules of the game convenient 
for them and to implement the international standards into the national practice. In 2012 
the foreign investors are expected to gain about 40% of the total volume of the VAT refunds by 
the budget. Over the year the share of the foreign companies getting reimbursement by means 
of the automatic refund system increased fourfold.

The intent to hear the business has been also reflected in the approaches to the control and 
revision activities. The administrative pressure on the business has been reduced three times as 
compared to 2010. 

We have opened a network of modern service centers all over the country, operating under the 
single window principle. The officers of our centers do everything possible to make the process 
of tax payment maximally convenient, simple and comfortable for our Clients.

As of the date, the internal reorganization of the state tax service has been completed. 
The management processes have been optimized. According to the social research data the tax 
service is the least corrupted state authority, which proves the extraordinary efficiency, both the 
already shown and the potential one. 

The main goals set for the State Tax Service include strengthening of the positive trends and logia 
cal completion of the promising innovations.

Ukraine is persistently following the declared way to improve its investment attractiveness 
and reduce pressure on the business. In the nearest future we expect to see our country as 
a comfortable environment for business.

Sincerly yours, The State Tax Servise of Ukraine
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